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I would like to dedicate this paper to my dad, Robert T. Collins.
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A Continuous Drawing

I follow life through drawing. As my hand traces the lines of concrete things, the
door can become a measuring frame, the staircase an exercise machine, and the
ceiling a ground. A thrown winter coat can become a mountain range with a
sheltering cave. I draw in trains, cars, gardens, and plazas. I follow the horizon line
that shapes my space. I trace the skyline, which undulates as it accounts for
buildings and mountains. Coastlines curve and fold in and out of view. I draw to take
a walk with my eyes. I wonder how things connect and separate, and are still part of
a whole. All exists in continuous contact. Drawing only releases a possible cluster of
how these things can exist together.

Fig.1. detail from cuentacuentos #3, 2020-2021, ink drawing on accordion book, dimensions variable

I moved homes five times growing up in San Juan, Puerto Rico, settling and
unsettling between the metropolitan suburban neighborhoods and the historical
district of Old San Juan. Throughout these houses and apartments, I felt a sense of
the irresolute old, the scattered new, and the constrictive agenda of progress.
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Abandoned town centers, barred houses in gated communities with surveillance
cameras, shopping malls with multi level parking, high-rise condos eating up the
shore and occupying the sky, hotels fencing up the beach, highways penetrating the
cordillera central (central mountain range), and septic systems contaminating the
sea are only a few of the environmental intrusions that grew dominant in the
landscape.
These interventions in space disintegrate culture, triggering a sensorial
disconnection to the surroundings while promoting a reliance on consumer access to
mobility, leisure and safety. In Architecture from the Outside: Essays on Virtual and
Real Space, feminist theorist and philosopher Elizabeth Grosz writes on how cities
echo the bodies that constitute them: “The corporeality, or materiality, of the city is of
the same order and complexity as that of bodies” (49). This echoes how the built
environment shapes the bodies that experience them. Who designs the cities of
colonized spaces and for whom?

Fig.2. Myrna Báez, Entre dos mundos, 1992, oil on canvas, 40.9” x 55.1”
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In Puerto Rican painter Myrna Baez’s work, the liminal landscape is transfigured
by an alienated, passive gaze. In the example above, Entre dos mundos, 1992, the
figure is merged translucently with a landscape shadowed by an interior’s walls. As
the title indicates, she walks between two worlds. Two rectangular openings project
light. In most of her work, female figures situated in rising middle class homes inhabit
solemnly layered interiors infiltrated by a natural light that glows out of reach. The
subject is displaced from the natural landscape in the way colonized subjects
become strangers of the land they are born in as it becomes influenced by the
globalist, neoliberalist trends fueled by dominant countries.
When I was growing up, I dreamed of a family home in the rural interior, una casa
de campo, a place that might make me feel rooted and responsible for a history. I
wanted a place to return to and build from. Caring for this place meant possibly
protecting it from further foreign intrusions that seek to capitalize from it. In the case
of Puerto Rico, this takes place currently due to the placement of tax incentives that
benefit American investors over Puerto Ricans. As another example, the beaches of
nearby islands Vieques and Culebra were utilized as U.S military naval base testing
sites, causing negative health and environmental effects over sixty years. These are
only a few examples of how a landscape can live as a contested site.
Like Baez, I have often felt at odds with my surroundings. My first mixed media
works on paper pieced together a story from personal and family photographs that
compensated for my sense of disconnect with the landscape. In the work below,
Ocean Park, 2017, the coastline is built up with iberoislamic houses ahead and
modern beach front buildings in the distance. I drew people tiling the soil on the
fringe of the coast, between dry and wet land. I imagined the impossibility of this
barren task.
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Fig.3. Ocean Park, 2017, ink, charcoal, acrylic, plastic, and glitter on paper, 40” x 24”

More than a personal desire for belonging, this was a generational one: from
reading and hearing stories, I understood that my peers were activating agriculture
again on the island. This meant trusting its fertility and claiming the soil as their own.
During college breaks when I traveled to Puerto Rico, I volunteered with a friend in
cultivation brigades at sustainable farms. We would work from early in the morning,
preparing soil, transplanting seedlings, and watering until the early afternoon, when
we would share a group meal of locally grown food. It was then that I first heard the
term soberania alimentaria (food sovereignty) equated with political independence.
From here on, I started understanding the forces that allow or disable a community
from claiming its own material conditions, its soil. Like the tilling of soil for new
garden beds, my work seeks to reclaim the detritus of the environments I live in.
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Elements

Horizons fluctuate in the paintings, sculptures, and video that comprise my thesis
show. The following three sections—on plastic, textiles, and installation—include
brief anecdotes about how I began working with each element.

I.

Plastic

Between my first and second semester of graduate school, I came across a
shower curtain at my dad’s apartment that was destined to be thrown away due to
mold along its edges. I cut off the moldy parts, kept it, and soon approached it as a
painting surface. The smoothness of dragging a brush across the plastic incited me
at once to cover it in strokes in all directions, use it as background and foreground so
that it could reveal its own story.
I started to research the history of this transparent, flexible, pollutant material that
is derived from fossil fuels. According to an article titled “The History and Future of
Plastics” by the Science History Institute, petroleum-based plastics conveniently
prevented us from continuing to depend on the other natural resources that goods
were made from such as metal, stone, bone, tusk, and horn (“History and Future of
Plastics”). It also made common goods, such as hair combs, cheaper and thus more
obtainable worldwide, liberating people from previous economic restraints. Yet as it is
more than known, it does not participate in the cycles of decomposition and
contributes to an overwhelming number of environmental and health issues.
This material lineage felt like a tale on the irreducibility of substances. In 2019, I
read about the term “plastiglomerate,” which describes sedimented fusions of plastic
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and rock that form along shorelines. In an article titled as such, Robertson writes
about beaches as “marginalia, a footnote to the essay that is the ocean” (1).
Interested in merging my newfound painting surface with my ongoing work about
coastlines, I decided to precisely layer the shower curtain with another form of
plastic, acrylic ink paint. Plastic became a point of departure for chronicling the liquid,
permeable conditions of material, bodily, and psychic change—such as when fossil
fuel is processed into plastic, lungs expand and contract, or a thought shifts from
unconscious to conscious. As an archetype, the coastline became a site for the
marginal, a transitional boundary between earthly and oceanic narratives that came
to unfold in my Liquidscapes, a body of work to be described further below.
I approached the ocean floor as the deepest layer of soil. I imagined the origins of
plastic in relation to prehistoric fossils and the organisms that dwell on the bottom of
oceans and have sustained life for millenia. My painting process depicted these
organisms, bounding and blurring forms into rich compositions. I started to
experience the surface of the shower curtain as fragile, membrane-like, leafy,
somehow earthy. In the image below is an underlayer that is visible from the back
side of a painting from 2019. This permeable effect, of being able to see the first
layer of the work even once other layers have been added above it, speaks to me
about the process of sedimentation in the soil and the analogous layering in painting
that compresses particles, as painting marks, to create a ground surface.
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Fig.4. backside of a painted shower curtain, 2019, 41” x 69”

II.

Textile

Through my interest in developmental biology, part of my imagination of early
ancestral living forms, I encountered the phenomenon of invagination. This is a
morphogenetic process in embryological growth where a cellular walled hollow cavity
folds into itself to create a cup form that leads into the differentiation of the three
cellular layers that make up all organs: ectoderm, mesoderm, and endoderm. I
nurtured this interest by visualizing my somatic movement experiences, sensing all
the folds that make up my body, as well as by reading movement books such as The
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Anatomy of Yoga by Leslie Kaminoff and Amy Matthews and How Life Moves:
Explorations in Meaning and Body Awareness by Caryn McHose and Kevin Frank.
In the latter, McHose and Frank elaborate on the connection between the
ancestral body of cnidarians, animals such as coral, anemones, and jellyfish, and the
development of guts in animals. Cnidarians are all “radially symmetrical creatures
planted on a pond, lake or ocean floor… These creatures are basically invaginated
spheres-spheres that are dimpled and turned partly inside in” (43). They capture
floating particles as food and release unneeded material from the same cavity.

Fig.5. drawing by Susan Kress Hamilton included in
How Life Moves Moves: Explorations in Meaning and Body Awareness (43)

A question emerged: how many ways can you build an “inside”? Working with
fabrics allowed me to experiment with different ways to manipulate fabric into folds. I
learned about pleating, gathering, and smocking techniques from the book The Art of
Manipulating Fabric by Colette Wulff. I searched for dynamics of drapery that would
be akin to the folds that energize my body when I roll into a forward fold and slowly
pull myself back up, vertebrate by vertebrate.
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Along with collecting fabric from my job as a children’s arts instructor and from my
old clothes, I began to gather synthetic textures from plastic bags and sponges. My
disjointed assortment included rough, tightly woven, smooth, loosely knit, printed,
and solid-colored textiles. In my group of soft sculptures titled Nursery of the Brave,
2021, I shaped and sewed them into a series of vessels analogous to the infold that
takes place in the embryological development of animals.

Fig.6. close up view of one of the pieces in Nursery of the Brave, 2021,
plastic, fabric with zipper, and cord, 12” x 7” dimensions variable

III.

Installation

Space is felt and experienced throughout the whole body, so the means of
installing an artwork allows you to shape how a body experiences the work. I
accounted for the architecture of the Hunter College gallery as part of the work for
my thesis exhibition. I wanted to sculpt an experience that would feel similar to an
installation I made during the pandemic.
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In that installation, from 2020, I covered all of the glass windows of my family’s
apartment with plastic sheets that I had painted with washy fields of diverse colors.
This included the living room, kitchen, three rooms, and two bathrooms. I chose each
field of color in response to the window that it was going to be covering. Covering the
windows reminded me of protecting them in preparation for a hurricane. The
sheathed windows simultaneously covered and revealed light. They also tightened
the framing of the outside view visible through the windows that were not covered
and through the curtains’ infiltration of light. Given these effects, a pictorial space
entered onto an actual space. As if outfitted with stained glass vitrines, the apartment
suddenly turned into a sanctuary, an ordinary domestic space transformed by blocks
of translucent color embedded onto the architecture. During this experience, I grew
more aware of the thin layers that make space itself and also of the subtle
boundaries between the inside and outside. In the thesis installation, a desire to slice
and layer space resurged.

Fig.7. View from “Ventanas,” apartment installation, 2020
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Thesis Show

In the installation A Liquid Line, 2021, for my thesis show, I layered the gallery
space with suspended and wall-hung pieces. One body of work consists of paintings
titled Liquidscapes, and the other body of work is Nursery of the Brave, the set of
soft sculptures described above that I produced that hang as a group. The soft
sculptures range from 29 to 16 inches in diameter. The paintings vary in shape and
scale. The longest painting is 23 x 62 inches while the shortest is 29 x 11.5 inches.
The show also included a video performance titled Glass City, 2021. The following
three sections expand on these three parts.

I.

Liquidscapes

In this series of works, I painted with acrylic ink over plastic sheets cut out from
shower curtains. Image and material meld in each. I drew from still life arrangements
of things that “contain” in some way, such as bags, sacs, and glass cups. These
types of objects spoke to me about the biology of origins. I also sometimes
incorporated scenes from family photographs in which people are gathered together,
sustaining themselves mutually in community. I selectively resisted fixing pictorial
boundaries among these objects and allowed human, animal, and plant forms to
emerge and blur. This blurring of multiple forms and the expansive spread of fluid
lines evokes the transit flow(s) that lead humans and other living beings to find and
lose their place in an environment that operates on transient survival conditions and
demands constant adaptation, an ongoing becomingness.
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All of the paintings in the installation have grommets inserted along their top
edges. These are looped by brown, cotton ribbons. Some of the paintings hang from
ribbons that crawl as lines up and down each of the walls of the gallery. This
animates the lines as if they are moving from the paintings into the actual space.
Two of the paintings are stretched in suspension from floor to ceiling. The top cords
tie the works to the gallery’s ceiling while stones placed on the floor weigh down the
paintings from the bottom cords. In this way, viewers can see both sides of the
painting, unlike the ones hung from the wall.

In the following pages, as a means of describing their themes and subjects, I
write on a selection of my Liquidscapes following the verses of a poem I wrote for
them. The verses are translated into Spanish.
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and families seek / y las familias buscan

Fig.8. and families seek, 2021, acrylic, oil,
and soft pastel on shower curtain plastic, 23” x 24”

I transferred these figures from a photograph of my maternal grandfather’s family
posing in front of their home in Mayagüez, Puerto Rico. Before my grandfather
passed away last summer, he made sure to have known that he wanted to be buried
in the town’s municipal cemetery, where several generations of his forebears rest. No
living family member lives in Mayagüez anymore. Every later generation has
distanced themselves from the town. In this painting, the ground beneath the figures
is sliced in curves with light and dark green lines, a ground split open for burial. This
exposed ground also releases the roots of earlier ancestors. Eucalyptus flowers
sprout from the foreground. A window on the left floats with a golden line hanging
from it. Wall tiles hang in fragments. Veiny lines shape a roof-like sky that in turn
encloses a color blended, centered kernel, an invocation of a renewed beginning.
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sea grapes, oysters, mollusks / uvas de mar, ostras, y moluscos

Fig.9. sea grapes, oysters, and mollusks, 2021,
acrylic, oil, and soft pastel on shower curtain plastic,
30.5” x 25.2”

I imagined the sea floor. The ground shifts in color and blankets of colored lines
build a colony of anemones. Some lines construct while others blend bodily shapes,
and some lines run free. Sea grapes hang from a coral’s curved pink ceiling. A very
small ghostly human figure, overtaken by the sea, stands naked on the left inside an
amniotic sac with undulating, color shifting stripes pulsating through it. Through
cycles of regeneration, a liquid space nurtures the living beds that precede human
life.
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submarine cities breathe / ciudades submarinas respiran

Fig.11. underwater cities breathe, 2021, acrylic, oil, and soft pastel
on shower curtain plastic, 37” x 38.5”

Recurring branching and radiating structures fuse into a whirlwind of marine and
terrestrial imagery around an ammonite’s spiral shell. A lilac anemone is settled on
the left. Behind it, a fleshy curtain falls from a polyp that spirals into breast forms. A
cathedral structure sits at the top, between the polyp and a colorful construction of
folds. This construction encloses a garland of green bushes on the right that in turn
divides a set of buildings. The green of the bushes trails onto the bottom right, where
a figure’s back is wrapped in viney membranes. At bottom left, pink and lilac stone
structures settle the ground. In circular movement, architectural and biological forms
in this painting arise, grow, and decay, as coral reefs colonize human cities.
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long ways to reach / estrechos largos para alcanzar

This painting departed from my memory of the
texture of strangler figs. This tree species roots
aerially

and

in

multiple directions. It finds

supporting structures, such as other trees or
buildings, and acts as a parasite. In the process of
growing both to the ground and toward sunlight, it
tends to strangle its living host to death. In this
painting, a sea grape tree grows tightly on the left.
Polyp-like sacs lay open on the ground while a
toothy mouth is nestled open at the top. On the
right, a female figure looks upward at the growth
that comes accompanied with a loss of life.

Fig.11. long ways to reach, 2021,
acrylic and soft pastel on shower curtain plastic,
23” x 62”
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the shared furl of a day’s dreams / el aferramiento compartido de los ensueños

Fg.12. the shared furl of a day’s dreams, 2021, acrylic and soft pastel
on shower curtain plastic, 33” x 26.5”

To make this painting, I gathered a few glass bottles, a ceramic vessel, and an ice
pack. From observation of these vessels, I extrapolated larger forms. In the moments
of abstraction, slits, branches, hollow carcasses, membranes, folds, and other forms
unravel from shape to line and back to shape. The mutation of forms mirrors the
indeterminate condition of restful dreaming, as a state of latency that, although
experienced individually, collectively nurtures potentials for transformation.
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an exit parade / un desfile de salida

Fg.13. an exit parade, 2021, acrylic, oil, and soft pastel
on shower curtain plastic, 35” x 37”

A diagonal movement parades from a neoclassical capitol building at the left to
the right, where a colorful carousel spins. An alert, wide eyed, horned pink monster
melts into a series of radial bodily and vegetable forms, akin to branches, veins, and
ducts. At the center, a crowd of distanced figures witnesses the carousel turn over
the monster, as if tilling the soil for new crops. A long, white, coral reef line waves
against the painting’s original red surface as it also frames a large-scale,
gold-rimmed arcade passageway. At the bottom right, the carousel crashes with the
ground, where clustered shells peek out from the ground. The carousel rotates a
cycle of change.
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II.

Nursery of the Brave

This part of the installation consisted of a series of soft sculptures that developed
from observing the nature of sheltering structures that are sometimes bodies
themselves, such as corals that serve as habitats for other species. Over time, I
gathered a spectrum of natural and artificial materials such as plastic bags, sponges,
palm fronds, cloth, and other fabrics and shaped them into vessels. Some of the
fabrics were dyed with natural inks, such as from avocados. As sacs, these hang
and contain the air as suspended waste. Each sculpture iterates different variations
of a possible stomach, nest, polyp, or other organic receptacle.

Fg.18. Nursery of the Brave, 2021, diverse fabrics, plastic, palm fronds, cords,
dimensions variable
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III.

Glass City

This video documents a liquid line. Recording in San Juan, Puerto Rico, I
arranged a series of glass vessels horizontally from left to right on a ledge of my
apartment building’s roof terrace. Then, I returned to the starting point and poured a
purple liquid across my line of glasses, as if watering plants. At this point, the row of
glasses suggests a skyline. Part of the liquid is contained by the glasses, becoming
dashes of interruption, and part of it drips down the ledge. I wanted to materialize
what a fluid, boundary-defying line could look like. The nearby buildings surrounding
me reflect onto the glasses, mirroring an imaginary city. The water suggests the fluid
and dynamic forces of nature. The glasses fail to contain the water, proving the static
condition of modern architectures, and other modes of fixing space as stable.

Fg.19. Glass City, 2021, video, 00:01:21
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Reflections

The installation process provided a lively and challenging opportunity to bring
forward the material qualities of my work, from the paintings on plastic in
Liquidscapes to the textural diversities of the soft sculptures in Nursery of the Brave.
Given that most of the paintings projected from the wall, while two layered the space
in suspension with both sides visible, I found myself in a playful dialogue with
pictorial image and sculpture. I embraced the spatiality of the installation, marked by
the hanging cords and ribbons, the suspended paintings' undersides, and the pieces
as a whole as floating shapes in space, to interact directly with the images found in
the paintings’ narratives. I became more aware of the feedback loops between my
two and three-dimensional work. In the future, I am curious about developing more of
the tridimensional, translucent aspects of the plastic sheets. Given my work’s formal
and thematic interests towards boundary blurring and transformation, I would like to
integrate textile and plastic materialities further through studying the production of
bioplastic. I wish to meld even closer to the surfaces that I engage with pictorially
and sculpturally while continuing to generate speculative images that draw from the
specificity of lines’ potentials.
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Installation Images

Fig. 16. A Liquid Line installation view #1

Fig. 17. rocks weighing down suspended paintings
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Fig. 18. A Liquid Line installation view #2

Fig.19. A Liquid Line installation view #3
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Fig. 20. A Liquid Line installation view #4

Fig. 21. A Liquid Line installation view #5
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Fig. 22. A Liquid Line installation view #6
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